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In the early morning of the 23rd of November, I had a visitation where an angel came to 
me and asked, 

“May I be a part of your team?”  

This angel was on fire as if this was his 
normal state.  I thought for a  moment and 
said to myself the only kind of team I am 
connected with is the elemental wind angels
under Michael and this being is not a wind 
angel.  I initially said no to the angel. I did 
not want to break protocol or the chain of 
command within the angelic armies of 
YHWH.   I then thought, it is the wind that 
drives the fires in a forest fire so they do 
work together.  I did not make a clear 
spoken answer of yes but then after 
reflection I did node 'yes' and the angel 
understood.  

The angel of fire who I later understood to be the Archangel Uriel then disappeared.

Why Ask Me?
As I awakened, I asked myself out loud, “Why would an elemental angel be asking me 

for permission to work with me?”  Did not YHWH and Y'Shua have the command of all the 
angels and tell them what to do?  Then I remembered that in a discussion with Michael the 
Archangel a few years ago, I was told the wind angels will placed under my charge at certain 
times in the future.  I understand this may be true for many of the prophets of YHWH who 
physically face off with the priests of the New World Antichrist Order in a battle of spiritual 
power.  

I then mused that there are at least 4 elemental forces all with a hierarchy of angels 
empowering these natural forces of nature.  These angels were assigned to these forces at 
the time of creation.  These guardians of nature that I call elemental angels are given the task
to assure natures forces retain their order in doing good according to the precepts of YHWH.  
When deemed right by YHWH, they would bring judgment upon the earth against mankind as 
needed with fires, floods, earthquakes and destructive winds.  With the fall of Adam, some of 
these elemental angels were compromised and many of them rebelled against the Kingdom 
of YHWH and aligned themselves with the usurping Kingdom of Lucifer or Satan.

Elijah vs. Evil Prophets
I was then led to read about when Elijah fled from Jezebel after killing the 450 prophets

of Baal and the 450 prophets who worshiped the nature spirits of the groves.  He found 
himself in the mountains hiding in a cave and in a moment of self pity told YHWH, “I am the 
last of the prophets left in Israel” to which YHWH said that “There are yet 7000 prophets in 
Israel who have not bowed the knee to Baal or kissed an idol.  
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Elements Not God
It seems Elijah was seeking assurance from YHWH that what he did was right and he 

was was safe from Jezebel as this story unfolded in 1 Kings 18-19.  As he was hiding in the 
cave, suddenly the winds then came and shook the mountain with rocks with dust flying 
everywhere but YHWH did not speak to Elijah through the wind.  Fire then passed by the 
entrance of the cave yet YHWH did not speak to Elijah through the fire.  Then the earth shook
and again YHWH did not speak to Elijah through the earth quake either. The water of rain 
then fell in torrents. This was not God.  YHWH then spoke to Elijah through a small still voice 
within his heart.  

I then continued
reading.  Prior to these
series of events, Elijah
prayed and the drought
ceased with the rising of a
small cloud over the sea
after many times praying.
After each time praying, he
sent his servant out to see if
the rain was coming yet and
it was the 7th time the cloud
was seen by the servant.
Elijah then sent his servant
to King Ahab to tell him the
drought was over.  In this
tutoral of YHWH provided to Elijah, all four of the elements were presented to Elijah not as an 
expression of YHWH but as forces of nature or elemental angels of the wind, fire, earth and 
finally water in the coming of rain.

Deciding Alliances
I continued to pray and meditate on this visitation and finally understood that all four 

groups of the elemental angels including the wind, earth, water and fire have to decide who 
they will pay fealty to as we approach the final battle called Armageddon.  By then, there will 
be no fence sitting for any part of creation.  All of these forces of nature may be used for good
or for evil depending on who these elemental angels follow.  Once they finally decide between
YHWH and Satan, there is no turning back for them since they too will be taking the Mark of 
the Beast in a more spiritual sense if they choose the pah of rebellion with Satan.   

Archangels of Judgment
Finally, I am realizing the army of YHWH will be composed of all of the elemental 

angels who have remained loyal to YHWH and have fully accepted his son Y'Shua as Lord, 
their Messiah and King over them.  So far I understand the elemental angels to be under the 
leadership of the following archangels according the Enoch.

• Michael: General of the 4 winds – storms and freak winds.
• Uriel: General of fire – fires, volcanic and meteors.
• Gabriel: General of earth – earthquakes.
• Raphael: General of water – floods, tsunamis, etc.



I am assured these 4 Archangels will work in concert under the command of King 
Y'Shua  together as wind, fire, earth and water to bring the Antichrist regime to its knees so it 
may be judged for all eternity for their rebellion.  


